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Storage

• Today

– Aquifer Storage

– Storativity

– Specific Yield

Only two quarts of water in a 
2-gallon bucket full of sand?
How about only 1/40th of an ounce!

But first, imagine that …

• You are in an attorney’s office.

• She is preparing to depose an opposing

technical witness, a famous groundwater

hydrologist.

• She needs your help to prepare.

• She asks you three basic questions.

• You answer clearly, concisely, and in plain

language that she can understand.
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Pop Quiz

• What is the relationship of intrinsic
permeability to hydraulic conductivity?

• Is the harmonic average of heterogeneous
hydraulic conductivity larger or smaller
than the arithmetic average? Why?

• Which has more available storage, a
confined or a phreatic aquifer? Why?

Write your name and the date on your answer sheet.  Answer in full sentences. 

• Last time

– Aquifer Storage

– Storativity

– Specific Yield

Review
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Change in storage

=  Recharge – Pumping – GW Discharge

    – ETGW ± Underflow  = Forcings

Hydraulic Conductivity:
– influences each of the RHS forcings, or

how the system responds to these forcings.

Conductvity doesn’t influence the LHS term,
involving the rate of change of storage.

Storage Parameters:
– Control the LHS, rate of change of storage

– Two types of storage, due to:
• Fluid compressibility & matrix deformation

– All aquifers

– Important in confined aquifers

• Drainage and filling of pores
– Phreatic aquifers

– Parameters, respectively
• Aquifer storativity, especially for confined aquifers

• Specific yield for phreatic aquifers

Groundwater Balance

Pumping

Pumping

Aquifer Storage
• Consider a pumping well located in

an infinite confined aquifer.
– aquifer is bounded above and

below by aquicludes

– well is fully penetrating

– well is pumping at a constant
volumetric-flow rate, Q

• Where does the water come from?

• As pressure is released

– water comes out of storage

• How?
• Water expands

• Aquifer matrix compresses

• Matrix “gains” expand

• Aquifer matrix consolidates
– “permanently rearranges”

• We’ll mainly consider only the first two, for now.

Pumping  = – Change in storage  +Recharge  – GW Discharge

         – ETGW ± Underflow
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Terzaghi in court
• Karl Terzaghi was in the witness chair in a courtroom as

an expert witness (sometime in the late 1950’s).
The opposing lawyer quoted KvT from his 1942 Theoretical Soil
Mechanics book and asked Terzaghi if that is not what he had
written.

Terzaghi said “yes.”

“Then,” replied the lawyer triumphantly, “the testimony you just
gave contradicts what you wrote, does it not Dr. Terzaghi?”.

Those who knew KvT in the courtroom were hushed into
disbelief until Terzaghi replied:

“Sir, you think I am such a vegetable that I have not learned
anything new since then?”.

» Ralph Peck, ~1966 as told to Cameran Merza

www.ejge.com/People/Terzaghi/terzagi4.htm

Water & Matrix Compressibility

 dp VndV tw !"=

! 

dVw = "# Vt  dp

Relates change in water volume,

due to matrix compressibility, to

change in aquifer water pressure.

Relates change in water volume, due to

water compressibility, to change in

aquifer water pressure.

Recall:

We can put these together. For example, take the case of pumping.

The total change of aquifer storage is equal to:

+ Water from fluid expansion plus

+ Water from reduced void volume due

    to matrix compression

 dp VndV tw )( !" +#=
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Specific Storage

• Specific Storage, Ss   [L
-1]

– “The volume of water released per unit aquifer

volume per unit decline in head.”

• Let’s redefine change in aquifer storage,

as forced by a change in head
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Specific Storage

• Specific Storage, Ss   [L
-1]

– “The volume of water released* (added) per

unit aquifer volume per unit decline (rise) in

head.”
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*Due to water and matrix compressibility
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• Like K and k, specific storage Ss is essentially a
point property

–  but while K & k control fluxes, Ss controls storage

• Model:

• Units

Specific Storage
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Specific Storage

~ 10-310-9 to 10-6Clay

~ 10-410-9 to 10-7
Sand

(unconsolidated)

~ 10-510-10 to 10-8
Consolidated

Rock

10-7 to 10-610-11 to 10-9Solid granite

Ss (m
-1)! (m2/N)Material

" = 4.4 x 10-10 m2/N

Typical values; treat with caution.
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What happens when the porous media is

drained with air and becomes unsaturated?

Unsaturated Porous Media

• First, we have to admit our understanding of
compressibility issues for unsaturated media is lacking
(won’t visit in this class).

• Instead, we’ll look at the drainage process itself as a
storage mechanism
– Draining water from pore space, and replacing with air, removes

water from storage

– Filling pore space with water and displacing air puts water in
storage

• This is a remarkably effective storage mechanism, much
better than compressibility
– A typical 1m thick unit of well sorted, medium sand can yield

• 0.25 m of water due to specific yield, but only

• 0.0001m of water due to specific storage
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Only two quarts of water in a 
2-gallon bucket full of sand?
How about only 1/40th of an ounce!

Specific Yield
• Property that measures this:

– Specific Yield, Sy   [-]

• “The volume of water released by gravity drainage per unit aquifer
area per unit decline in head.”

• Like K, k, and specific storage Ss , specific yield Sy is
essentially a point property
– exisiting throughout every aquifer (& in the vadose zone)

– while K & k control fluxes, Ss and Sy   control storage

• Problem is
– You need to displace water with air (or vice versa) to access the

specific yield

– Can’t do this in a confined aquifer

– In a phreatic aqufier you can only do this at the water table, the top
boundary of the saturated zone
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Storage Sources

• The best source of storage is specific yield

• Although both the confined and phreatic aquifers have
(potential) specific yield distributed throughout, it is only
accessible in phreatic aquifers and then only at the water
table.

• Confined aquifer:
– Specific yield is not available

– The only source of water is due to compressibility effects,
as measured by specific storage.

• Phreatic aquifer:
– While compressibility effects are present they are usually

neglected

– compared to the enormous effect of specific yield at the water
table.

Specific Yield & Specific Retention

• Specific yield (Sy):

– “the volume of water drained by gravity per

unit area per unit head decline.”

• Sy = n – Sr

• Specific Retention (Sr):

– “the volume of water retained (after gravity

drainage) per unit volume of aquifer.”
» It’s mostly retained by capillary forces

Although these definitions refer to drainage, they and their related concepts

apply to filling as well as drainage.
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Typical Values of Specific Yield

0.240.25Gravel

0.150.20Sand

0.100.40Clay

SynMedium Sr

0.30

0.05

0.01

Sy = n – Sr

Vertically Integrated Aquifer Models
• Groundwater flow in natural systems is often

“essentially horizontal”
– very small vertical hydraulic gradients

– essentially vertical equipotentials
• explains why 2D equipotential maps are useful

Cross-section

Q Q

Fully penetrating pumping well                           Partially penetrating injection well
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Vertically Integrated Aquifer Models

• This conceptual model introduces new, vertically

integrated, upscaled, properties for flux and storage

• Conductivity, K     !   Transmissivity, T    [L2/T]

• Specific Storage, Ss ! Aquifer Storage Coef., S [-]

!=
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bottom

dzzyxKyxT ),,(),(
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s dzzyxSyxS ),,(),(

Essentially horizontal flow 

Vertically Integrated Aquifer Models

• This conceptual model introduces new, vertically

integrated, properties for flux and storage

• Conductivity, K     !   Transmissivity, T    [L2/T]

• Specific Storage, Ss ! Aquifer Storage Coef., S [-]
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Vertically Integrated Aquifer Models

• This conceptual model introduces new, vertically

integrated, properties for flux and storage

• Conductivity, K     !   Transmissivity, T    [L2/T]

• Specific Storage, Ss ! Aquifer Storage Coef., S [-]

bKT =   :shomogeneouy  verticallIf

bSS
s

=   :shomogeneouy  verticallIf

Essentially horizontal flow 

• Flux

• Property:   Transmissivity, T    [L2/T]

• Flux is per unit aquifer width, Q’  [L3/LT] = [L2/T]:

– T: “the rate of flow per unit aquifer width per unit horizontal

component of the hydraulic gradient”

• Storage (due to compressibility)

• Property: Aquifer Storage Coef., S [-]

• Storage is per unit aquifer area:

– S: “the volume of water released (gain) per unit area of aquifer

per unit decline (rise) in head”

Vertically Integrated Aquifer Models
Essentially horizontal flow 

dl

dh
wTQ    !=

dl

dh
T

w

Q
Q   ' !==

The concepts implied by T and S are valid only if the flow is essentially horizontal,

or can be approximated as such.
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Aquifer Storage Coefficient

• or “storativity”

(Hornberger et al, 1998) 

Aquifer Storage Coefficient

• Very ballpark values for lithified sandstones
(consolidated, cemented)

• Storage coefficient is controlled by !, " and b

!, elasticity of aquifer matrix

", compressibility of water

b, thickness of aquifer

         Ss ~ 10-6 m-1 

        S ~ 10-6 m-1 x b

For 5 < b < 200 m, S ~ 5 x 10-5 to 10-3
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Unconfined or Phreatic Aquifers

• Recall

– changes in head for unconfined aquifers result in

changes in water table elevation

• e.g., pumping actually “dewaters” the aquifer

– in addition to releasing water due to the effects of

water and matrix compressibility

– Specific yield (Sy): “the volume of water drained by

gravity per unit area per unit head decline.”

Unconfined or Phreatic Aquifers
• Simple vertically-integrated models of aquifer

storage for water table aquifers:

– General:

– Homogeneous aquifer:

!+=

(t) ewater tabl

bottom

),,(),( dzzyxSSyxS sy

elevation bottom elev. le water tab

 thicknesssaturated   where

- 

b

bSSS sy
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=
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Unconfined or Phreatic Aquifers
• Simple vertically-integrated model for aquifer

storage for water table aquifers:

– Homogeneous aquifer:

When pumping a well in an unconfined aquifer,

-  pressure must be lowered at the water table for the
           water table to drop & release water from specific yield—

-  this means pumped water is initially released
    only from elastic (compressible) storage.

elevation bottom elev. le water tab

 thicknesssaturated   where

- 

b

bSSS sy

=

=

+=

Phreatic & Confined Aquifers

(Schwartz and Zhang, 2003)
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• Next time

– Vector Calculus

– Darcy’s Law in 3D

Storage

• Review

– Aquifer Storage

– Storativity

– Specific Yield

Brief Review of Vector Calculus

• A scalar has only a magnitude

• A vector is characterized by both direction

and magnitude.
• Vectors are represented by :

– boldface (in books, papers & reports), or

– Characters topped by a bar or arrow, or by an underline

(board):

– e.g.,

h!"",,,,  e.g, vqg

s
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Brief Review of Vector Calculus

where a, b, c are all scalarszcybxaf ++=

z

x

y

(unit vector in the Z direction)

(unit vector in the Y direction)

(unit vector in the X direction)x

y

z

We’ll top a character with a bar, or use boldface, to indicate a vector.

Darcy’s Law in 3D
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for anisotropic, heterogeneous porous media
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